
Flamescape 

Pyrosoft’s Most Powerful Fire Simulator 

Zero-Emission Interactive 
Fire Safety Training 



The Ultimate Fire-Training Experience 

Flamescape 

Fire emergency was never so 
dramatic - or so  dramatically 
conquered by students immersed in 
its simulated world.Flamescape’s  
massive presentation of multimedia 
power is breathtaking. 

 

Advanced Graphics 

An advanced gaming laptop 

produces a vivid fire experience and 
fast transition You get unexcelled 
scope from the  largest stock size 
rear-projection  screen we provide, at 
325cm x 200cm and equivalent to 
over 6 meters of pure viewing area. 
And if this screen is still not large 
enough to meet your  needs, ask us 
about our custom  screen designs. 
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Customizable Fires 

Using our VideoStudio module simulate 
your own workplace fire scenes so 
students encounter fire emergencies 
involving equipment they work with 
every day. Use our Component Video 
tool to extract flames from any archival 
footage and recreate the fire scene on 
the simulator as a fire hazard. 

Brilliant Video 

This ultra-high contrast ratio projector 
delivers sharp flame imagery in any 
room thanks to the innovative 3 LCD, 3-
chip DLP technology. This ultra-quiet 
projector has a variety of inputs to 
further enhance the capabilities of this 
multimedia training tool. 
 

 

Audio Realism 

Powerful stereo speakers with bass 
boost and active amplification provide  
crisp fire scene sounds. A separate user 
audio track is available for  blending in 
distinctive sounds of the workplace or 
emergency situation such  as fire alarms.

 
Unlimited Fire Scenes 

From pressurized water hand lines to 
dry chemical, Crossfire’s firefighting 
solutions allow you to train repeatedly 
on a variety of workplace  fires without 
concern for generating  billows of smoke 
and ash or expelling expensive 
firefighting agents. What  could be more 
cost effective and exciting? Transport 
your students  from the classroom to the 
fire training ground with this, our largest 
and best  fire training simulator. 
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Projection Screen 

The flexible rear projection screen is unrolled and  snapped 
in place on the frame using dome fasteners.  The large 
rugged widescreen frame has 1.5” extruded aluminum 
tubing with powder-coated black finish. Great  size and 
setup - and yet the projection screen packs into a bag 
measuring just 257cm x 28cm diameter (101” x 11”). 

 
Projector 

Extraordinary widescreen performance from this powerful 
projector produces remarkable colour, stunning contrast 
and exceptionally sharp details. An impressive technology 
lineup produces images so realistic, you’ll feel like you’re 
part of the fire scene. 

Lifetime Upgrade 

Load software upgrades as they become available, free
of charge and keep this superior simulator up to date for 
the duration of the simulators life! 

Harnessing Intel 2nd Gen Processors, DirectX and Flameware 

Notebook – For Full Immersion 

We selected a gamer’s laptop to power our 

most intensive firefighting experience. The computer is  
equipped with a powerful graphics processor. Featuring  
Intel Core Extreme processor and dual-graphics, and  High- 
Definition 5.1 Surround Sound audio, it delivers  desktop 
performance in a laptop-sized package. Loaded with the 
Ultimate version of Crossfire, this combination provides the 
most potent fire-simulation package available anywhere. 

 

Features 

 Our most feature-rich version 
 High-end notebook with upgraded video graphics 
 Very large widescreen rear-projection format 
 Complete multimedia centre for other training needs 
 Create your own custom fire scenes 
 Use archived footage to compile new scenes 
 Dedicated fire, extinguisher and workplace audio 

tracks 
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Contents 

Item Quantity 

Notebook Computer 14” - Windows 10 Operating System, Multicore, Integrated Graphics 1 

Notebook Protective Sleeve 1 

Crossfire Software - Enterprise Version 1 

Screen Option One: Rear Projection Screen and Frame 110” x 80” (280 x 200cm) 1 

Screen Option Two: Rear Projection Screen and Frame 128” x 80” (325 x 200cm) 1 

Extinguisher Option One: Simulator-Ready Fire Extinguisher 4.5kg (10 lbs) 1 

Extinguisher Option Two: Simulator-Ready Fire Extinguisher 9kg (20 lbs) 1 

Full featured DLP Video Projector with Short Throw Lens 1 

Extension cord, Indoor / Outdoor with lit end, 3 conducator, 3 receptacle 4.8m (16') 1 

Pyrosoft Utility Bag 1 

Shipping Case, Wheeled and Watertight 1 

Pyrosoft Projection-Screen Shipping Bag 1 

Pyrosoft User Guide 3 ring binder 1 
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Shipping Cases Metric Imperial 

Length 251 cm 99” 

Width 30 cm 12” 

Depth 30 cm 12” 
Screen Bag Length 257 cm 101” 

Screen Bag Diameter 28 cm 11” 
Total Shipping Weight 60 kg 132 lbs. 

 

Projection Screen Metric Imperial 

Aspect Ratio 4:3 Width 280 cm 110” 
Aspect Ratio 4:3 Height 200 cm 80” 

Aspect Ratio 16:10 Width 325 cm 128" 

Aspect Ratio 16:10 Height 200 cm 80" 

 

Electrical  

Voltage 120 - 250 VAC 

Cycle 50 - 60 cycle 

 

Warranty Warranty Duration 

Notebook 3 years 

Projector 1 year 

Other Components 2 years 

Pyrosoft Inc 

9 Bell Royal Court  
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada 
M9A 4G7  
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222 East Front St  
Napoleon, Ohio 
USA,  
43545 
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